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From the Pros

Sally Jongsma

T

eaching a new course is a lot of work
for faculty members—especially if
it isn’t in their immediate field of
specialty. That was true for Dr. James
C. Schaap this semester as he prepared to teach
“Screenwriting,” a new course required for
Dordt’s recently added digital media major.
“It seems especially true when you know you
likely won’t teach it more than one more time,”
says Schaap, thinking of retirement. “Not many
schools teach screenwriting,” he adds, noting
that he initially tried to find someone to come
in and teach the course part-time. Nothing
worked, so he signed on.
Writing definitely falls within Schaap’s
field of specialty, and he’s even written a few
screenplays and reader’s theater scripts. He
certainly knows how to judge a good story
line, but he knew he’d need some help on the
technical expectations of scriptwriters.
“Despite Professor Schaap’s claim that he
had little idea as to how to teach the class, the
screenwriting class was phenomenally wellhandled and educational,” says Bree (Wieringa)
Brouwer, a senior from Gilbert, Arizona.
“I needed a mentor or mentors working
in the profession,” Schaap says. And he found
them. The first and most obvious was former
student Luke Schelhaas (’96), currently a writer
for television’s “Law and Order.” The second
was Linda Seger, a professional scriptwriting
consultant and speaker, whose textbooks
Schaap used in the course and who has worked
with directors and writers like Ron Howard and
Ray Bradbury. Each eventually came to campus
for two days to work directly with Schaap and
his students.
“They were two of the best guest lecturers
I’ve heard. We all learned a lot,” says Junior
Alvin Shim, who thinks that learning together
was a strength of the course. “It actually made
it more engaging that Dr. Schaap ‘didn’t know
what he was doing,’ as he said.”
“Luke was tremendously helpful in helping
us learn some of the tricks of the trade,” Schaap
says. Schelhaas prepared seven pages of “All
the Helpful Hints I Could Think Of.” He talked
about brainstorming and story development
and gave tips about the actual writing process
and about writing dialogue.
Schelhaas gave Schaap’s students a copy
and many drafts of a pilot script he has
written to help them see what goes into script

development. “Scriptwriting is rewriting,” he
told them. And he told them to read lots of
scripts—and then read some more. During
the evening class he attended, Schelhaas went
painstakingly through one student’s script to
demonstrate good format and form.
Schaap’s contact with Linda Seger came after
googling “scriptwriting syllabi.” He kept
coming up with Linda Seger’s name and
textbooks. After digging a little
(continued on page 2)

Television screenwriter Luke Schelhaas (’96),
who wrote for Touched by an Angel, Smallville,
and Law and Order, among others, shared his
experience with scriptwriting students.
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Who Gets to Decide?
Dr. Carl E. Zylstra

S

o who gets to decide? There are
about 2,500 four-year colleges and
universities in the United States.
About one-quarter of those are paid for by
your friends and neighbors through their
taxes. They don’t have a choice as to whether
they are going to contribute; they just get
the tax bill in the mail. So, while the cost of
education at those college and universities is
probably more than at private alternatives,
you won’t have to pay most of the bill
yourself because folks from across the
country have chipped in to help. They really
didn’t have a choice. But you do.
The other three-quarters of colleges
and universities are private. Of those,
approximately 300 are owned by
corporations looking to make a profit. Your
friends and neighbors may own stock in
those companies, so if you attend those
schools, you’ll be doing them a favor as
they pocket some of the tuition you’ve
paid (or received by grants and loans from
other taxpayers through the government).
Attending one of the growing number of
these for-profit colleges is another choice.
Then there are the independent private
colleges, more than 900 of which have some
sort of religious background—although
some of them don’t profess to pay much
attention to that religious tradition any
longer. As they hire professors, build their
curriculum, and design student life policies,

they are often careful not to give
foundations because much of society
priority to any doctrine, creed,
considers them to be “narrowor moral standard. These
minded.” So apart from alumni
schools raise their own funds
who want to help students enjoy
through donations, tuition,
what they experienced at the
and fees, and they pour it all
college and local friends and
back into building up their
supporters who believe in the
educational infrastructure.
Christian mission of the college,
If you attend one of these
you’ll be largely left to pay for
colleges, many people
this type of education by yourself.
will be helping you
Fortunately, these colleges get
through special
good at cutting costs so that
gifts to the college,
their tuition is competitive
scholarships, and
with that of other colleges
financial aid. The
and universities. If you make
government also may
this choice, you’ll do so
Dr. Carl E. Zylstra
ask taxpayers to help
because you want a Christian
out somewhat as well, depending on your
environment, a biblical perspective in your
financial need. And you’ll certainly have
classes, godly mentors, and fellow students
to invest your own resources, either from
to encourage your growth as a disciple of
what you’ve saved up, what you can earn
Jesus Christ.
while going to college, or by paying back
But let’s return to my original question.
some loans after you graduate and start your After spending the past thirteen years in
profession. It usually takes effort, but it’s a
Christian higher education leadership, I
third choice.
wonder how many seventeen- or eighteenFinally, among those independent
year-olds are ready to make that kind
private colleges there may be 150 to 200 that of choice on their own? For a typical
claim to take seriously their Christian faith
teenager, whose life choices have consisted
commitment. They hire only professing
of trying to decide whether to try out
Christians as full-time faculty. Most of them for the junior varsity basketball team or
will establish some code of conduct for
whether to take a third year of high school
student life. Many of them will encourage
Spanish, choosing among these types of
praise gatherings and spiritual growth
colleges might be a little more than we
groups. These colleges generally don’t
have a right to expect of them.
attract the support of major corporations or
For those of us who think it’s important

to consider a college that is explicitly based
on the Reformed philosophy of education
that requires that every course, every class,
every residence life event, and every athletic
contest be permeated “with the spirit and
teaching of Christianity,” as one of Dordt
College’s founding documents puts it, it
hardly seems realistic to expect high school
graduates to find their way to that sort of
college all on their own.
I hope parents remain intimately
involved in helping their children make
this choice. Pastors, youth leaders, high
school teachers, guidance counselors,
grandparents, aunts, uncles, employers, and
friends should weigh in as well. The choice
eighteen-year-olds make as they head off
to college sets a course for the rest of their
lives. We shouldn’t expect them to make it
all on their own.
Just giving advice isn’t quite enough,
either. Helping with the cost is a great
encouragement. Big corporations and
foundations aren’t going to help much. The
government is going to be pretty careful
about how much it assists at these schools.
And very few mega-donors are going to
jump in. It’s up to folks like us to help
encourage the decision that will make a
life of difference for the student—and an
eternity of difference to God’s kingdom.
In the end, it still is a choice, but the
question each of us should answer is “Who
makes—and helps God’s children make—
that choice?”

Visiting
speakers
encourage
students
(continued from page 1)
deeper, getting recommendations from
other instructors, and learning that she was
a Christian who had taught at a Christian
liberal arts college and that she, like Schaap,
had come from Wisconsin, he contacted
her by e-mail.
“She was incredibly helpful and became
an e-mail mentor,” Schaap says. She gave
advice on how to do a big project with his
students and, like Schelhaas, told him about
120-page scripts, slug lines, and when to
show instead of speak an idea. During her
visit, she also showed numerous clips from
movies that students were familiar with to
illustrate her points.
Both Schelhaas and Seger noted that
scriptwriting is disciplined work that
involves imagination and persistence. It also
takes being familiar with accepted formats
in order to get someone to read it. Students
learned how tight a formula television
scripts must follow and how television
writing has to build to commercial breaks.
They loved reading scripts, watching the
movies made from them, and analyzing
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Students Piper Kucera Kroeze, Danielle Roos, Alvin Shim, and Matt Turner posed questions for television writer/producer Luke Schelhaas ('96) during a public meeting held in the B.J. Haan Auditorium.

how and why they worked.
Both professionals also told students
that even although Hollywood is a
secular place, they felt they had room
to be “salt and light” in their work. And
both noted that they spent years doing
unglamorous work before they got to work
as professionals in the film industry.
“Having the two guest speakers in our
class was phenomenal. Hearing firsthand
from two people who are actually in the
business was a great opportunity for us,”

says Laura Heckmann, a sophomore from
Canton, South Dakota. “I was inspired
by the fact that Luke Schelhaas was an
English major at Dordt and ended up
working for one of the most popular TV
shows in history. It’s encouraging to know
that Christians can be successful and be
‘salt and light,’ as he discussed in his talk.
Linda Seger was inviting and friendly and
gave a good look at what it takes to write a
successful script.”
Schaap enjoyed the course too, even

though it took more time than any other
course this semester.
“Students were cranked,” he says. “Give
them anything to do with video and they’re
on the edge of their seats. That makes class
fun.”
“I certainly learned a lot,” he adds
and, in the next breath, says, “But I’m
looking forward to getting back to work
on my novel.” He’ll leave scriptwriting to
his enthusiastic—and much younger—
students.

Douglas and Henrietta Ribbens
continue giving to Dordt College
Sally Jongsma

B

etween them, they gave seventyone years to Dordt College, shaping
and running the institution as it
moved from a junior college with less than
a hundred students to a thriving fouryear college of more than 1,200 students.
Now they are helping students in another
way. For each of the next five years, they
will contribute $21,000 to fund six $3,500
scholarships for three junior and three
senior elementary education majors.
Dr. Douglas Ribbens served Dordt
College for thirty-seven years as a professor,
registrar, academic dean, director of the
library, and Vice President for Academic
Affairs. Henrietta (Miedema) Ribbens was
Dordt’s first secretary and served in the
academic office with Ribbens for thirtyfour years, in the early years doubling
as bookkeeper and eventually serving as
assistant registrar. They married in 1988,
following the death of Douglas’s wife, Ruth.
They both retired in 1992.
Education has always been and
continues to be important to both of the
Ribbens. Douglas was Dordt’s first professor
of education, teaching the first classes
when the college opened its doors in 1955.
Henrietta began working for the college in
the spring of 1958 and helped hundreds of
elementary education students with teacher
placement and teacher certification.
Their titles don’t begin to describe
the breadth of the tasks that each of them
performed. Douglas describes himself
as the “utility infielder.” “I never had the
luxury to become an expert in one thing,”
he says today. In the early years, he was
also director of admissions, housing, and
financial aid.
Douglas began his administrative
work already before he came to campus
in 1955. While principal at the Oostburg,
Wisconsin, Christian School, he began
working with the Iowa Department of
Public Instruction to set up the teacher
education program, the program that was
the primary reason for Dordt’s founding.
Within a year after the college opened, he
was Director of Academic Affairs.
“In the early years, and continuing
over the following years, a number of
new institutional tasks were required,
and it always seemed that, as part of my
administrative duties, I was called on to
carry out those projects,” he says. So began
an administrative career that would span
his entire professional life.
Douglas was instrumental in laying
out the early curriculum and served as
the chair of the curriculum committee
until his retirement in 1992. He scheduled
classes, supervised
faculty, wrote North

Douglas and Henrietta (Miedema) Ribbens were two of Dordt's earliest employees, both with strong ties to
education. Douglas, a former principal, came as a professor of education. Henrietta was responsible for student teacher placement for many years.

Central accreditation reports, wrote grant
applications, was head of the library, wrote
computer programs for the Registrar’s
Office to manage institutional student
information data, and encouraged faculty
to work out their Christian vision for the
education they offered in their classrooms.
And, thinking back to the many hours he
spent in meetings, he feels like he must
have attended nearly every meeting held on
campus during his tenure at Dordt College.
During its junior college years, he was
one of the strongest advocates for moving
to a four-year institution, and throughout
his career, he encouraged institutional
academic excellence.
“I considered the registrar aspect of my
job to be very important,” he says. “Nearly
everything we did had to do with data.
Institutional data, collected and maintained
by the Office of the Registrar, were key
elements in preparing accreditation
reports, in providing institutional statistics
to various government offices, and in
the preparation of and the subsequent
accounting for Federal Title III grants.”

Eventually he was assisted by Dr. Abe
Bos and Henrietta. But even in the early
1970s when enrollment climbed to over
1200 students, they did the work done by
many more people today.
Douglas describes himself as a
pragmatist. Dr. John Van Dyk, emeritus
professor of philosophy and education, uses
the term “practical realist” to describe him.
He notes that Douglas pushed the college
to put its vision into writing. Although he
did not write either the first “Institutional
Statement” or the later “Scripturally
Oriented Higher Education,” for his entire
career at Dordt College he was a member of
the committees that studied and prepared
those documents. The “Educational Task of
Dordt College” was written under his watch
and with his encouragement.
Today, Douglas also gives a practical
explanation for his push to have faculty
spell out what that kingdom vision meant
for the classroom. “I had to write the
North Central Association report for
accreditation. The NCA told us, ‘You tell
us what your goals and purposes are, and
we’ll come to see whether
you have the faculty,
the facilities, and the

instructional program to do what you say
you want to do.’”
“I believed in the faculty and tried to
make it possible for them to do their work.
I expected a lot from them, but I gave them
a lot of leeway as long as they did their
work. I assumed a lot of responsibility
for the organization and the curriculum,
but my job was to make it possible for the
faculty to do their work. Administrators
and presidents don’t constitute a college; the
faculty does,” he says.
In all of this, Douglas Ribbens had the
capable assistance of Henrietta Miedema.
He speaks enthusiastically and respectfully
of her seemingly effortless ability to
accomplish an incredible array of tasks.
In those early years, this included: register
students, type transcripts and grade reports
(as well as everything else) by hand, enter
grades and average them using only an
adding machine, order textbooks and buy
and sell them from her office, measure
graduates for caps and gowns and prepare
diplomas, schedule teacher placement
interviews, write payroll checks and keep
tuition accounts, compile statistical reports,
and more. She never missed a day of work
in thirty-four years and admits to taking
work home most evenings in order to keep
up. “My days were always being interrupted
by helping students in one way or another,”
she recalls with a smile. “She knew every
student and usually who married who,”
adds her husband.
“I believed and continue to believe
that college is preparation for something,”
says Douglas, adding that a broad, liberal
arts education that helps students develop
a strong world and life view is the best
preparation a student leaving college
can have. That is why they are funding
scholarships.
“Henrietta has been talking about
this for some time, and now seemed to
be the right time,” says Douglas. But they
stipulated that the awards are not to be
based simply on high test scores. Teaching
is an art that often demands an inborn
sense, they believe.
“I had to manage GPAs for many
years, but I hate them,” says Douglas, who
believes that they do not allow for the
biblical principal that people have differing
levels of gifts, and that one’s responsibility
is to use those gifts to the best of one’s
ability. In addition, emphasis on GPA
tempts students to sacrifice opportunities
for learning to keep up their grade point
average. “We believe everyone should do
what they’re capable of and that different
people function differently,” they say. They
hope that the recipients of the Ribbens
Elementary Teacher Education Scholarships
will be people who will be wonderful
teachers, curious and creative people who
understand that teaching is an art and a joy.
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Campus
Capsules
Brauning ﬁlm
shows in second
ﬁlm festival
Sarah Groneck

H

aving won Dordt’s 2009
Prairie Grass Film
Challenge, one digital media
productions major decided to
take his film outside the bounds
of Dordt and into the world of
local film festivals.
Senior Jesse Brauning, with
co-writer Joel Schiebout, created
the western “No Man’s Land”
during Dordt’s Prairie Grass
Film Challenge in January.
With juniors Mark Bylenga and
Schiebout starring as two bounty
hunters who must hunt down
a wayward doctor, “No Man’s
Land” landed the first-place
prize in the Film Challenge.
But Brauning did not want
the film to stop there. He found
another venue for his movie at
the Siouxland Film Festival at
the Orpheum Theatre in Sioux
City, Iowa.
“There was an advertisement
up on the wall in the Mac Lab
that [Communication Professor
Mark] Volkers put up,” says
Brauning. “I thought it would
be a cool opportunity, and it was
free to submit, so I sent in our
Film Challenge movie.”
In total, more than thirty
films were submitted to the
Festival, with some coming from
as far away as Florida State and
New York University. Fifteen
of those submitted movies—
including Brauning’s— were
then screened at the Orpheum
Theatre on March 21st.
“It was a public showing, not
a competition,” says Brauning.
“They didn’t show all the films
that were submitted, though, so
it was great that they showed
ours.” Brauning had backstage
access to the event and spoke
with some other directors about
his movie.
“It was a good experience,”
Brauning adds. “Students really
should submit more.”
Brauning encourages people
to support local filmmakers
through venues such as the
Siouxland Film Festival.

Jesse
Brauning
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Krosschell awarded NOAA
scholarship and internship
Jane Ver Steeg

T

he National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) has announced that Justin
Krosschell of Sioux
Falls, South Dakota,
has been awarded the
prestigious NOAA
Hollings Scholarship,
which provides up
to $16,000 in tuition
and up to $6,500 in
pay for a summer
internship at a NOAA
facility.
Justin Krosschell
Krosschell,
a sophomore majoring in physics and
electrical engineering with a minor in
the Kuyper Scholars Program, will travel
to NOAA headquarters in Silver Spring,

Maryland, in May for orientation and
meetings with NOAA officials and scientists.
The summer internship, in which he
participates summer, will give him hands-on
experience in science, research, technology,
policy, management, and education
activities. The award also includes travel
funds for orientation and conferences and a
housing subsidy for the summer internship.
Krosschell believes an internship at
Dordt College was the key to his selection
as a Hollings Scholar. Last summer, he
was one of two student interns funded
by a grant from NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. Krosschell assisted Dr. Doug
Allen in studying jet streams in the polar
vortices and how gases respond to the
movement. The study has implications for
ozone depletion. He drew on his combined
engineering and physics majors to write
software that can read and filter satellite data

on the movement of air in the stratosphere.
The work helped him begin learning the
technical process of using satellites to study
the atmosphere.
“I am so thankful for the research
opportunity Dr. Allen provided last summer,
which was very intriguing to the scholarship
committee,” said Krosschell. He added that
he would not have been able to complete
the applications without the experiences
his professors gave him in writing scientific
reports.
Although the scholarship is usually
awarded to students at Ivy League colleges,
his professors encouraged him to give it a
shot.
“Three professors put in extra time and
wrote references for me. That shows the
personal connection here, where professors
know and care about you as a student,”
Krosschell said.

Grant will fund water research
Jane Ver Steeg



W

hen you turn on the faucet,
you expect to get clean, safe,
drinkable water. Robb De Haan
and Matt Schuiteman want that too.
That’s why they applied for and will
receive a $50,000 grant from the Leopold
Center for Sustainable Agriculture. Money
from the grant will be used over three years
to monitor nitrate leeching in field plots
planted in a variety of row crops, cover
crops, and perennials (hay or alfalfa).
The grant was written by Dr. Robb De
Haan, professor of environmental studies.
But De Haan says the effort will involve
collaboration between a local farmer, Dordt
students and faculty, the Sioux Center
utilities engineer, Sioux County Soil and
Water Conservation District, the Iowa
Department of Natural Resources (DNR),
and the Natural Resource Conservation
Service (NRCS).
“This project is the result of a farmer’s
desire to take care of resources, an
environmental studies professor’s desire to
research a problem, and a city’s desire for
good water for citizens,” said De Haan.
Taking the lead by offering land and labor
for the project is Matt Schuiteman, with AJS
Farms. The Schuiteman family has been
farming this land for more than thirty years.
“It is our pleasure to be the main
field cooperator for this project,” said
Schuiteman in the grant application. “It
is our hope that this research will lead us
to better understand how we can produce
crops in sensitive areas while maintaining
underground water quality.”
Schuiteman has a degree in agronomy
and has been involved in agriculture all his
life. He will be responsible for coordinating
and managing the work on the land. Field
operations and everything put on the land
will be recorded, as will crop yields. These
crop records will be used to do an annual
economic analysis. The Schuitemans will
also draw soil samples for testing procedures
and assist with a field day at the conclusion
of the program.

On the Web

For more information about this
grant, “Performance of Cropping
Systems Designed to Reduce Nitrate
Leaching into Shallow Municipal
Well Aquifers” and other grants
awarded this year, see the Leopold
Center For Sustainable Agriculture
website at www.leopold.iastate.edu/
compgrants/E2009_new.html

Dr. Robb DeHaan encouraged local farmer Matt
Schuiteman to apply for a grant to explore farming
practices that will maintain ground water quality.

“Our commitment to this project is
extensive, as it involves land that is part of
our principle operation,” said Schuiteman in
support of the grant. “Our goal is to use any
knowledge we would gain from this project
to better our entire operation.”
The purpose of the study is to compare
field crop systems and determine the best
method to prevent nitrate movement below
the root level of plants (while still producing
the best possible financial return for
landowners) and to share that information
with local residents, farmers, city officials,
the NRCS, the Iowa DNR, and other
scientists.
The strategy for this effort will be to
farm test plots surrounding shallow wells
and measure nitrate levels at various soil
depths. Plots may receive organic, inorganic,
or minimal commercial nitrogen fertilizer
applied at the time and rate needed for crop
use, using standard farm equipment. Crops
planted will include continuous corn with
winter rye cover crop; a brome and orchard
grass/hay mix; a three-year cycle of oats to
alfalfa to corn; oats to red clover to corn; and
soybeans to winter wheat to red clover to
corn to winter rye.

Dordt agro-ecology students will
participate in the project by doing soil
sampling, data entry, and analysis.
Sioux Center, like more than 200 small
communities in Iowa, obtains more than half
of its drinking water from wells that are less
than fifty feet deep. These shallow wells can
be affected by land management practices
next to the wells and in surrounding
watershed areas.
De Haan has been monitoring water
quality with agro-ecology classes for several
years, measuring nitrates and phosphates. In
recent years, some of Sioux Center’s twelve
shallow wells have yielded water with nitrate
nitrogen concentrations of more than 10
mg/L. The city blends high concentration
with lower concentration water sources
to stay below the Maximum Contaminant
Level (MCL).
Water quality was earlier explored in
agricultural research conducted by 2008
Dordt Alumna Kerri (Ewald) Posthuma.
A Sioux Center Source Water Protection
community planning team was formed to
support her work. Members include the
Sioux Center water plant operator and city
utilities engineer; Sioux County NRCS
officials; local landowners; and Dordt
College professors. This team met with Iowa
DNR Source Water Protection program staff
to develop a plan to address the community’s
water quality concerns and the current grant
application grew from that.

Designers join AIGA club
A

rt Professor David Versluis has
been thinking about starting a
student AIGA group for some time.
This was the year it happened. AIGA is the
professional association for designers and
has active professional chapters in Iowa,
Nebraska, and Minnesota.
“I felt that we needed to discuss issues
that we can’t seem to get to because we’re
so busy with the technical work of learning
how to be designers,” Versluis says. He also
wanted to find ways to connect his students
with alumni practicing in the field.
Although the group is student-run,
Versluis as advisor is putting considerable
effort into helping the group get
established. The first step has been to set up
a blog (dcaiga.blogspot.com) to which not
only he and his students, but also alumni

On the Web

The Dordt College AIGA blog can be
found at dcaiga.blogspot.com

designers and anyone else interested in
design are invited to contribute.
“I wanted to find a way for design
students to network during the summer,”
Versluis says. He sees the blog as a way
to share articles or ideas of their own
or by others in the field. It can also be a
way to challenge, encourage, and support
one another as Christian designers, he
believes. So far posts have included links

to articles like Adrian Shaughnessy’s
“Ten Graphic Design Paradoxes” and a
“What font are you?” quiz. Versluis has
also posted sections from a paper he has
written on the relation between fine art
and design. And he expects the blog to
include recommendations for hardware and
software in the future.
Although Versluis continues to do a
bit of designing on the side, he says he has
been out of commercial design for several
years and hopes, along with his students, to
learn from alumni practicing in the field.
And he’s always looking for ways to get
students talking with designers. Next year
he hopes the group will get involved with
area chapters from Iowa and neighboring
states, who regularly offer portfolio
critiques and other informational events.

Campus
Capsules
Number of
Distinguished
Scholar awards
raised to twelve

R

ecipients of the
Distinguished Scholar
awards, given to incoming
freshmen each year, were
increased from seven to twelve
this year. Those who earn this
$11,000 award must have a
minimum cumulative grade
point average of 3.75 and a
minimum ACT score of 30
or minimum SAT score of
1320. As part of the selection
process, each applicant is also
asked to write an essay. The
awards are renewable for an
additional three consecutive
years if the recipient maintains
a minimum cumulative GPA of
3.50. Incoming freshmen who
received awards for next year
are:
Jon Bierma, Western Christian
High, Sioux Center, Iowa,
engineering
Caroline Eckstrom,
homeschooled, Stanton,
Nebraska, education
Kayla Graves, James Irwin
Charter High School,
Colorado Springs, Colorado,
environmental studies
Lindsay Hannink, Modesto,
California, Ripon Christian High
School, nursing

Four members of the Students Without Borders club performed a traditional Indian dance at the annual Culture Fair. June Kim from Korea was taught the dance by her
friend Sonam Tsering from India.

SWB club promotes diversity
Sarah Groneck

O

ne club at Dordt College is trying
to tear down cultural barriers while
promoting diversity on campus.
Students Without Borders (SWB) represents
international and American students alike
to “make the greater community aware of
diversity on [Dordt’s] campus and around
the world,” said Rebecca De Vries, the
international student services coordinator.
With fifty active members on campus,
SWB meets several times a month to
socialize and learn more about different
cultures.
“Students Without Borders gave me
an opportunity to represent my country
[while] at the same time learning about other
cultures,” said sophomore and SWB president
Sonam Tsering from India. “It’s amazing
how many countries are represented on this
small campus, and it’s interesting to listen to
the student’s stories about their culture.”
The club’s presence is readily evident
on Dordt’s campus. Last semester, SWB
held an event called “Fashions Around the





On the Web

More photos from the SWB
Cultural Fair can be viewed at
dordt.edu/gallery/mcf

World,” attracting Dordt students
and members of the Sioux Center
community with exotic traditional
dress from countries such as India
and South Korea. The show also
featured a café where they served
international drinks to visitors.
“The fashion show was a great
success,” said De Vries.
This semester, SWB members
focused their attention on the
SWB Cultural Fair. The event was
packed with students and faculty
eager to peruse the booths to learn
more about the seventeen countries
represented on campus. From

mimosas of India to the rice and beans of
Paraguay, visitors could sample delectable
cultural dishes while watching presentations
such as cooking demonstrations and dance
performances.
Freshman Mirjam von Meijenfeldt of
Zoetermeer, Netherlands, said that SWB
gave her a chance to experience other
cultures and widen her friend group.
“I have made friends with
people from all over the world,”
said von Meijenfeldt. “This gives
an extra dimension to your
conversations and group of
friends in general.”
SWB members hope all
students will become more
culturally aware through its oncampus events.
“[SWB] hopes to draw
in students in order to act as a
community that isn’t concerned
with ‘I’m from here or there,’”
said De Vries. “They want to
come together as a group of
believers in Christ’s kingdom.”

Merissa Harkema, Hudsonville,
Michigan, Unity Christian High,
undecided major
Daniel Hofland, Hartley, Iowa,
Western Christian High School,
engineering
Brittany Kooiker, Tinley Park,
Illinois, Heritage Christian High,
nursing
Jonathan Luetchens, Murdock,
Nebraska, Elmwood-Murdock
High School, agriculture
Ruth Mahaffy, Sioux Center,
Iowa, Unity Christian High,
undecided major
Alexandra Pasker, Runnells,
Iowa, Southeast Polk High
School, history
Ryan Tholen, Tracy, Minnesota,
Tracy Jr-Sr High School,
engineering
Elizabeth Young, Anaheim,
California, Calvary Chapel High
School, foreign language
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STUDENT PROFILE

Rempel leaves mark on local hockey
Jared Rempel is a secondary education history major from Chilliwack, British Columbia,
with a deep love of hockey, golf, and working with people. When he arrived in Sioux Center four years ago,

a talented and high-level hockey player, he immediately got involved not only with the Dordt Blades hockey team and the Defender
golf team, but also with the fledgling Sioux Center Youth Hockey program. It’s become his passion, and he’s thrown himself into
giving young players the opportunity to enjoy hockey and be successful at it. He’s also a leader on the Dordt teams.
Sally Jongsma

J

ared has a healthy confidence in himself
and what he can contribute,” says
hockey coach Nate Van Niejenhuis.
“He’s not afraid to go out and do it.” Van
Niejenhuis describes him as an on-ice
motivator, leading by example, and saying
what needs to be said.
Assistant Coach Bill Elgersma describes
Rempel as having a tactical hockey sense
and an intuitive sense for teaching.
“Even at his skill level, he is very patient
as he moves kids from the basics—and I
mean basics—to improving and refining
their skills,” Elgersma says. Rempel also has
helped officiate local hockey games and has
helped teach people to skate.
“At the national tournament, I had
coaches come up to me and single him out
as a great ambassador for Dordt College,”
Van Niejenhuis adds.
Early in his time at Dordt, Rempel
asked Van Niejenhuis if he would help him
set up a hockey camp to help kids develop
their skills. As a result, the team has run an
annual four-Saturday skills camp for young
area hockey players.
“He’s only missed youth hockey practice
when we were on road trips,” says his coach,
adding that Rempel established the kind of
relationships with the parents and players
that led them to ask him and his wife, Amy,
to move into their homes and care for the
children while parents were away.
But as much as he loves hockey,
Rempel’s golf game is at least as good as his
hockey playing, and he’s exploring playing
professionally.
“Jared is a gifted golfer who helped
transform our golf team from a last-place
finisher in the conference four years ago
into a team that finished fourth, second,
and third the last three years. Not only is he
a talented golfer, Jared has matured into an
excellent leader who leads by example,”
says Golf Coach Mark Christians.   Jared
finished his golf career at Dordt with a
scoring average of 75.7, which is the alltime low in the history of Dordt College
golf.
How did you get so involved in the
youth hockey program in Sioux Center?
I have always been involved in hockey. I
started skating when I was three and have
been around hockey ever since. I coached
my sister’s team with my dad when I was
fifteen before I came to Dordt. At Dordt, I
loved being so close to the rink and wanted
to spend as much time there as possible. I
was asked to coach by Marlin Ten Napel,
I agreed, and I have been working with
him ever since. He is a great guy with
a passion for the game and just needed
some help with the finer points and with
demonstrating drills. I have co-coached
with him for the last four years. Since I
wasn’t able to make it to all of the games, he
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Throughout his four years at Dordt, Jared Rempel helped run the local youth hockey league. He was happy to give time to the community and to a sport that, he says,
has given much to him.

took care of the bench during games and I
ran and organized the practices. This last
year I coached the Bantam team.
How many hockey team members
volunteer with this program? There are
usually five or six guys helping out. Jon Van
Keulen puts in a bunch of time, working
with the JV team. A couple of players float
around, helping different teams and a
couple more help one specific group once
or twice a week.
Why do you do it? I do it because I
love being at the rink, but I also realize that
throughout my life, a ton of people have
put in an immense amount of time so that
I could play the game. Some of us have
jokingly said that we do it to “give back to
the game that has given us so much,” but
I think that it is pretty true. We have been
blessed to have the opportunity to play
the great game of hockey. The kids that
we coach are the same kids that come to
our games on Friday and Saturday nights,
so it has become a pretty special and fun
relationship.
What has been the highlight of your
work with these young players? I think
the biggest thing is the relationships that I
have built with the kids. It is awesome to
see them improve and to see their love and
appreciation for the game mature. It really
bothers me to think that I will not be able
to see the kids that I have worked with for
four years play varsity hockey. I hope I can
come back at some time and see them play
again. They have a great thing going here,

and I cannot wait to see how it matures. I
“God” field.
have met so many amazing people through
What’s ahead? Amy and I are moving
hockey, and I have been extremely blessed
back to British Columbia. She plans to
by it.
work as a nurse next year, but I am not
How have you
ready to start “real” life yet. I have a job
changed over
at a golf and country club and hope to
four years in
continue playing a lot of golf. Like
college? The
most athletes, I am not ready to
biggest change
give up the dream of playing. If
in my life is that
all goes well, I want to play
I got married to
golf professionally or
Amy. I think that
become a teaching pro. I
I have become more responsible
have a lot of work
as I have gone through Dordt. I
to do on the golf
have become more aware of needs
course to make
around me and the ways that God
that a reality,
can use people in everyday life.
but I hope that
What’s been the best thing
I am up for the
about your four years at college?
challenge. Down
The best part of Dordt for me is
the road, I am sure
the people that are associated with
that I will teach
the college. The professors and the
at some point and
coaches have been outstanding
would definitely love
examples of what it means to be
to continue coaching
a Christian and a follower of
the game of hockey.
God. I have had awesome
I would like to
teammates, and there
personally thank my
have been many team
hockey coaches Nate Van
highlights throughout
Niejenhuis, Bill Elgersma
Jared Rempel's dream
the last four years. I
and Adam Jeninga, and
is to play professional
have learned that
my golf coaches Mark
golf for a time. He'll try
doing so next year.
God can use
Christians, Bryan Kooi,
you in what
and Tim Van Soelen,
ever you are
along with everyone in
doing. You
the education and history
do not have to go out and find specific
departments.
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Campus
Capsules

Dordt
Defenders
end their
year with
honors

De Groot
represents
Dordt College
academics
at the State
Capitol

J

Michael Byker
Sports Information Director

W

ith May comes the conclusion
of most of the Dordt College
athletic seasons. The track and
field team will send at least one relay team to
the NAIA National meet, while other teams
have finished their season.

Softball

The Defender softball team enjoyed
a turnaround this season to finish 21-23
overall and 13-11 in the Great Plains Athletic
Conference. The Defenders advanced to the
GPAC tournament before their season ended
with a 1-2 tournament record.
Post-season honors included first-team
all-GPAC honors for Sarah Seymour, a
sophomore from San Diego, California. The
left-handed-hitting first-baseman led the
team with a .331 batting average, 42 hits and
11 doubles, with 27 runs batted in. Amber
Soodsma, a sophomore from Hudsonville,
Michigan, was named to the second team
as a utility player. Soodsma batted .322
with 39 hits and knocked in a team-high
29 runs. Soodsma was 11-8 on the mound
with a 3.31 earned run average. Jaclyn Ver
Mulm, a junior from Le Mars, Iowa, claimed
honorable mention with a .276 batting
average and 34 hits. Ver Mulm handled the
bulk of the catching chores for Dordt this
season.
The honors didn’t stop with the players.
Coach Tim Covey earned GPAC/Hauff
MidAmerica Sports Co-Coach of the Year
in his first season with Dordt. Covey had
previously coached high school softball in
Orangewood, Florida.
Sarah Visser from Chandler, Arizona,
was the lone senior on the 2009 team
and struck out 138 batters, ranking
second all-time for a single season.
Visser also holds the third spot all-time
in career strikeouts with 254.

Sophomore Amber Soodsma contributed to the women's softball team both from the mound and from the plate,
knocking in a team-high 29 runs.

base hits and batted in 29 runs.
Travis Feekes, a junior from Sioux Center,
Iowa, and Travis Dekkers, a freshman from
Hawarden, Iowa, were both named allGPAC honorable mention for their play this
season. Feekes batted .335 with a team-high
53 hits, and he scored 40 runs and had four
homeruns. Dekkers batted .322 in his first
season of college baseball and knocked in a
team-high 30 runs with 46 hits. Josh Bowers,
a junior from Peyton, Colorado, set a new
single season doubles record with 13 twobaggers this year.

for his season and placed 13th at the GPAC
meet.

Golf

Track and Field

The Dordt golf team claimed fourth place
in the GPAC Championship with steady
play over the four-round event. Two of the
rounds were played in the fall and two more
this spring to bring the season to a close.
Jared Rempel, a senior from Chilliwack,
British Columbia, leaves Dordt College with
the lowest stroke average
on record and shot an
average score of 73.90
while earning AllGPAC honors for the
third year in a row.
Rempel had seven
top-ten finishes
Baseball
this season and
The Dordt baseball season was
placed third at
highlighted by Dillon Peters’ quest
the GPAC meet.
to become the all-time hits leader at
Jordan Janz, a
Dordt College. Peters, a senior from
sophomore from
Centennial, Colorado, waited
Aurora, Colorado, shot
till the final day of the season
an average of 77.27 this
and achieved the feat with a
season and also earned allsingle in the second game
GPAC honors with a tenthof a doubleheader with
place finish in the four-day
Northwestern. Peters leaves
event. Collin Broekhuis, a
Dordt with 155 career hits
senior from Edgerton,
Dillon Peters
and was named secondMinnesota, was the
modelled the art
team all-GPAC for his
third player to
of good hitting in his
efforts this season.
earn All-GPAC
four years at Dordt ColPeters batted .350 this
honors. He
lege. He finished his career with
155 hits, a Dordt record.
season with 50
broke 80



Tennis

The Dordt men’s tennis team advanced
to the GPAC playoffs before their season
came to an end in the first round of the
tournament. The team was plagued by
injury most of the year, but managed to
piece together a 5-11 season. The Defender
women earned their first win of the season
in the final competition of the year with an
8-1 win in Sioux City.
At the time this article was written,
the women’s 4 x 800 meter relay team had
qualified for the NAIA National Meet in late
May in Edwardsville, Illinois. The GPAC
meet was held on Saturday, May 2, with the
Dordt women placing seventh in the team
race and the men ninth. Top-eight finishers
at the GPAC meet are considered all-GPAC.
Women
100 meters: Sarah Franje; 5th; :12.90
Crystal Vander Zee; 6th; :12.99
200 meters: Crystal Vander Zee; 8th; :26.40
400 meters: Sarah Sikkema; 7th; :58.56
800 meters: Sierra Zomer; 4th; 2:20.11
Tami Wieringa; 5th; 2:20.66
Janice Brouwer; 10th; 2:21.99
5000 meters: Michelle Steiger; 6th; 19:06.46
10000 meters: Michelle Steiger; 6th; 41:05.25
100 hurdles: Karina Wieringa; 7th; :15.89
400 hurdles: Melinda Vander Ark; 7th;
1:08.89
Long Jump: Larissa Veldhuizen; 6th; 1610.75
Triple Jump: Crystal Vander Zee; 2nd; 3700.25
Men
400 meters: Josiah Luttjeboer, 7th; :49.42
800 meters: Brent Van Schepen; 7th; 1:55.51
400 hurdles: Tim Boonstra; 4th; :55.90
Triple Jump: Josh De Jong; 4th; 45-3.5

unior Megan De Groot,
an education major from
Sunnyside, Washington,
was selected to give a poster
presentation on research she
did for
a paper
titled
“Fear of
Failure:
How do
we push
our high
achieving
writers
without
Megan De Groot
pushing
them over the edge?” Her
presentation was part of Iowa
Private College Day held on
March 16 at the Iowa State
Capitol Building in Des Moines.
Each college or university in the
state was invited to send one
student to represent his or her
college.
In her abstract, De Groot
notes that for many high
achieving students, writing is
their nemesis. Despite their
competence, fear often inhibits
them. Fear of failure causes stress
and drives them to expect an
unobtainable level of perfection
in their personal compositions.
Her article explores the causes
and consequences of the fear of
failure in writing and provides
strategies that can lead to
solutions. She concludes that
fear of failure is prominent in the
lives of high achieving students
and that many students do not
receive the support necessary to
achieve their fullest potential.
She believes that teachers who
understand this struggle of high
achieving students will be better
prepared to find ways to help
these students succeed in writing
and in other areas of life.
“I was blessed to be able to
talk to others about Dordt and
this topic, and this opportunity
helped me grow personally,” De
Groot said. “It has increased my
interest in the field of education
and has taught me that I can
accomplish amazing things
with God’s help. A year ago, I
never would have seen myself
participating in an event like this
one, but I am thankful I did it.
Dordt has encouraged me to try
my hand at opportunities that
I never would have considered
before.”
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CENTER PIECE

Senior Focus

The Voice asked faculty to recommend some senior students who might be willing to reflect on their four years at Dordt College. The following graduates are a
few of the many suggested. They represent different academic majors, genders, college involvements, and plans for the future. Dordt College is proud to call them graduates.

Chris Vogel

Robin Seifert
Robin Seifert is an English major from
Prosser, Washington, who hopes to use what
she’s learned to get involved in something
she’s passionate about—promoting justice
for people around the world. With minors
in sociology and international relations, her
interest in justice has grown throughout her
college years, but it was stoked during the
semester she spent during her junior year
on a study abroad program at the University
of Wales. In addition to taking four courses,
she participated in an internship with the
Fair Trade Foundation, whose office is in
Bangor, Wales. Wales is trying to become a
fair trade country, and Seifert helped with
the campaign to encourage businesses to use
Fair Trade products and practices.
While her semester abroad helped
cement her passion, her four years at Dordt
gave her the context for developing it. She
points to her Theology 101 instructor, who
pushed her and her classmates to think
about what they believed and not just
believe what they were expected to believe.
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“In high school, I took information and
accepted it. In college, I learned to process,
challenge, interpret, and embrace what I
believe,” she says. “I’ve changed 180 degrees
since high school.” She says that process has
helped her move from being incredibly shy
to gaining the confidence to act on what she
believes.
“I wasn’t aware of so many of the things
I’ve learned in my classes,” she says. She
believes that one of the most important
things students like her can do is become
aware of their world and of different points
of view regarding its challenges—and then
act on the knowledge gained. Reading is a
crucial component in that process.
Seifert, who traces some of her
inspiration to the RA of her residence hall
wing in her freshman year, says her goal
is to work for a non-profit organization,
helping promote justice through writing and
advocacy. She also expects to volunteer with
organizations whose mission is to promote
justice and show compassion.

Chris Vogel, who today hails from
Luverne, Minnesota, but grew up in
Arkansas, says the most important thing he
may have learned in college is a passion for
learning.
“I’ve always been curious. Today, I have
a strong sense that while I haven’t really
mastered anything, I have the tools to
keep learning,” he says. Vogel admits that
he hasn’t always been the perfect student,
but when inspired by an idea or person,
he’s thrown himself into his studies. A
philosophy major and English minor,
his passion is music, and he’s one of only
thirty percent of applicants accepted to
the contemporary music program at the
Berklee College of Music in Massachusetts
for next year. A songwriter and guitar player,
originally classical guitar, Vogel’s inspiration
has come from the ideas he’s grappled with
in his courses and through the professors
who mentored him.
“My philosophy professors have been
profound spiritual mentors,” he says, also
citing English and music professors who
challenged and inspired him and with
whom he made a point to take as many
courses as he could. Studying authors like
John Updike and Soren Kierkegaard have
inspired some of his song lyrics.
“Sometimes, I’ve written the beginnings
of a song in class. Where I’ve really learned,
though, is after class in conversation with
professors,” he says.
Philosophy has become a tool for
Vogel as he tries to figure out how life fits

together, giving him a way to think about life
challenges that he thinks need to be talked
about. He wonders if most Christians today
have too little sense of what it is to be a
sinner or of how much they need grace.
“Even growing up [in the Christian
Reformed Church] I didn’t really come to
understand the comprehensiveness of a
Reformed worldview and its implication for
living,” he says. “My music needs to relate to
life, and I think the Reformed tradition helps
me to understand human experience and
see how things work and how they don’t.”
“This place is a strange oasis for
creativity,” he says of Dordt College. “It offers
an environment that allows you to listen
and think.” Even though Vogel has the latest
high-tech music equipment, he is skeptical
of the role technology has taken in the lives
of people today.
“Being plugged into mainstream culture
and media sucks you into too many things
that really don’t matter. Maybe it’s better to
prioritize and focus so that we have time to
be passionate about what’s important in life,”
he says.
Vogel is working toward a career in
music performance—and maybe teaching.
He would like to bring his Christian
worldview to North American culture
through the songs he writes and the music
he performs. He knows it will not be easy.
“If we say we are serving God in
everything we do,” he says, “we have to be
very conscientious as we try to do that.” That
is his goal.

Katiegrace Youngsma
Katiegrace Youngsma had a plan when
she came to college—she says she always
has a plan—but she thinks differently about
her “plans” after four years of college. She
was going to be an engineer—and she still
might. She graduated with a bachelor’s of
science in engineering this spring and will
enter a master’s program in engineering
next fall. But she’s also open to other things.
“In high school, your definition of
what you want to do is usually connected
to what you like or how something affects
you,” she says. After four years of college,
she’s learned that many things are much
more important than her personal likes and
dislikes. “It’s part of the process of maturing
and becoming more aware of the world and
its needs,” she says.
And it is intimately connected to
worldview. “The word can become a cliché,
but the concept is real and helpful, and
I can’t think of a better word to describe
how we think about our world. Reformed
Christians aren’t the only ones who use it
today,” she adds.
Youngsma points specifically to her
Kuyper Scholars Program courses and
engineering courses on solar energy and
heat transfer as helping her think about

how to connect the science she’s learning to
everyday life.
“I think about my worldview every
time I open and close my blinds in my
apartment. It’s given me the tools to
understand how I make choices and decide
how to live, and functions very naturally in
my life and in the impact I want to have on
the world around me.”
Youngsma believes that Christians
shouldn’t be complacent and ignorant about
the world, and its people and the challenges
they face. “If you don’t know about human
trafficking or the nitty gritty of poverty
you’re not likely to help bring change,” she
says.
As she moves on, Youngsma is looking
forward to working within her community
in New England—attending town meetings,
having a voice about issues that affect
people’s lives. She still has a plan—going
to graduate school, but today says it’s
okay if it doesn’t happen. Maybe she’ll get
involved with renewable energy, maybe
law enforcement, maybe social justice.
But unlike when she came, she now feels
ready to branch out from a more protected
Christian environment and get involved in
the community of which she’ll be a part.

Johnathon Nagel
Johnathon Nagel is an agriculture major
with a Spanish minor from Three Rivers,
Michigan, who grew up on a gladiola farm.
Soft-spoken and reflective, he’s looking
forward to putting what he’s learned into
practice, even if it’s not completely clear what
that means in every detail.
“I can’t say that I learned a Reformed
world and life view in college, because I
grew up with one. But it did reinforce my
commitment, and it affected how I view
my vocation,” Nagel says. “Being here
has allowed me to better appreciate that
everything I do falls under the lordship of
Christ. That adds joy to my life, and through
that realization, I believe God is glorified.”
Nagel has asked himself how his actions
as a farmer will be any different from
someone who isn’t a Christian. A class in
agro-ecology had a profound effect on him
and gave him some beginning answers to his
question.
“That class made the thought of farming
even more exciting to me,” he says, adding
that he’s learned that farming requires
more than hard work. It requires wisdom
to understand how God created things to
work together and that such knowledge
has implications for the farming practices
he uses. “As Christians, we need to use our
minds to study to see if the way we are

using God’s world is the best way and most
glorifying to him.”
Nagel notes that as people learn new
things and try to make changes, some
conflict seems inevitable.
Farming and the life that goes with it is
what all agriculture majors love—including
him. A semester in Nicaragua, working with
Christian farmers, helped him see that his
focus should be on how Christian farmers
can learn from each other and work together.
Nagel says the experience made him look at
his culture and life through different eyes,
helping him see that some practices aren’t
necessarily biblical.
“Asking what would be most glorifying
to God is where we should start,” he says.
“Then, when we do disagree, it will hopefully
spare us from attacking each other and
instead try to work together.” He believes
he has a deepened understanding of what’s
important to him as a farmer and how it
might affect how he lives.
“Every farm plays a role in exposing the
beauty in creation or hiding it. I will have to
make many conscious decisions when I go
into the field,” he says, listing such things as
soil erosion and productivity, technology and
ecology. “I hope to use what I’ve learned—
and continue to learn as I work. It’s time to
go from thinking about it to doing it.”
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Rick Vander Berg ends three
decades in Dordt athletics
A

s Rick Vander Berg looks back over
his thirty-one-year career in Dordt
College athletics, he thinks first of all
of the students he’s been able to work with:
“It has been a privilege,” he says. He’s been
impressed by their sense of responsibility,
their loyalty, and their character.
Those impressions come from years of
coaching, a relationship that puts instructors
and students in a unique position, he believes.
Not only are they together a couple of hours
a day in practice, but they sometimes spend
hours a week traveling to and from games.
The miles pass as conversation flows and
relationships grow.
“It gives a coach an opportunity to have
an effect on who they are as people, their
sense of self-worth, and how they set goals
and priorities,” says Vander Berg. Anyone
who knows Vander Berg knows that this is
likely done in an understated and quiet way,
encouraging and interacting in a way that lets
them develop as responsible and committed
people.
Vander Berg also has helped shape the
young people he worked with through the

work study system.
“The value of work study positions is
underrated,” he says. He found that laying
out expectations and allowing students to
do their jobs usually resulted in responsible,
loyal employees for the department. He in
turn was loyal to them, and he believes that
many students developed valuable leadership
skills and benefited from character-shaping
experiences as they managed teams, worked
as athletic trainers, managed events, and kept
statistics. They knew others were depending
on them to do a good job, and they did.
Vander Berg came to Dordt College in
1978 as a physical education instructor and
basketball and track coach. Things were
different then. Expectations for athletics were
not as high, fewer services existed for athletes,
and getting out sports information was a low
priority compared with other responsibilities.
“We didn’t hire professional trainers
in those days; we did it ourselves,” he says.
“Expectations are higher today, but we’re also
able to do a better job in our program.”
The basics remain the same, though.
“We make clear to our students that they

are students first of all. That’s what they’re
here for. And they all know that our focus,
like that in every department at Dordt, is
to glorify God in everything that we do.”
That means acting appropriately in training,
practices, and games—serving others as they
do their job.
“We expect each person to do his or
her best, playing within the rules and with
integrity. By doing this, they also help
teammates and opponents do the same,”
Vander Berg says. He acknowledges that
Dordt doesn’t have many issues with people
who don’t want to act that way, but he still
says this perspective needs to be part of every
day’s teaching and interaction.
“Being on a team helps students learn to
work together for the good of the team. It
helps them learn to set priorities, and it gives
an opportunity for students with athletic gifts
to exercise them. It’s one way we glorify God
in our lives.”
Vander Berg gave up coaching years
ago. For the past several years, his primary
responsibility has been as athletic director,
taking care of the administrative work

Rick Vander Berg
involved in running an athletic program in
today’s world of college athletics. In that role,
he has continued to help shape the program.
He will miss these students and the
colleagues with whom he’s worked for many
years.
“I really did look forward to coming to
work every morning at 6:30,” he says. “I’ve
had a good career here.” He won’t mind
giving up all the scheduling and staffing
responsibilities, though. And, although he
knows it will be different, he’ll probably show
up occasionally for morning coffee.

FAC U LT Y P H . D. s
Four faculty members are graduating this spring too, having recently completed the requirements for their doctoral degrees.
Pam Hulstein
Pamela Hulstein,
director of Dordt’s
nursing program,
graduated from
the University of
Arizona College of
Nursing with a Ph.D.
in May. Hulstein, an
advanced practice
Pam Hulstein
nurse and midwife
with a background in obstetrics and a passion
for women’s health issues, conducted research
on premenstrual symptoms and academic
stress in women ages eighteen to twenty-five.
“Research on women’s health is
underrepresented,” she says, noting that a
great deal of medical research in the past was
done in the military, where the population
was predominately male. “And women’s
research is often messy,” she adds. In her
study of the female hormonal cycle, she
found more than 115 variations of symptoms
among seventy-eight subjects.
“It’s a testament to the remarkable
variation in how God creates women,” she
says.
Hulstein used an online diary to collect
the data for her research. Testing that method
was a primary aim of her research, but she
also obtained information on the variety of
symptoms young women experience, the
amount of academic pressure they were
under, and their perceptions of how these two
related.
In general, she found that the relationship
between premenstrual symptoms and
academic stress was minimal to moderate,
but she notes that she has a wealth of data to
mine further for more results.
Hulstein, the chair of Dordt’s nursing
department, teaches courses in the program
and sees patients in the Campus Health
Center one morning a week.
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Natalie Sandbulte
Psychology
Professor Natalie
Sandbulte recently
completed the
requirements for
her Psy.D., a clinical
practice degree from
Wheaton Graduate
School. Although
Natalie Sandebulte
Sandbulte finished
her dissertation in September of 2007, she
was required to complete a 2,000-hour
clinical internship under a licensed clinical
psychologist before being awarded her
degree. She spent two years doing individual
psychotherapy with students at Northwestern
College, helping clients work through issues
connected with depression and anxiety, eating
disorders, and relationships.
For her dissertation, Sandbulte explored
the psychological needs of people living in
rural communities.
“Rural needs and attitudes are different
from those in urban areas,” she says. People are
both more skeptical of psychologists and less
aware of services. Yet depression rates are often
higher in rural areas. Working within a model
begun by her supervising professor, Sandbulte
set up a program to train what she calls
“natural helpers” within church communities
in rural areas. She looked for people who
seem to have natural people skills as well as
leadership skills, and she worked with pastors
to identify ways they could serve. Four couples
led marriage enrichment sessions.
“People appeared to trust the ‘natural
helpers’ more than professionals,” Sandbulte
concluded. And the model fits well with the
strong sense of community in rural areas.
Sandbulte wants to help her students
develop a sense of serving—and to know that
their skills are needed in small communities as
well as big ones.

Gary Vander Plaats
Business
Professor Gary
Vander Plaats
recently was
awarded his
Ph.D. in business
administration
from the Falls
School of Business
Gary Vander Plaats
at Anderson
University. His dissertation was titled
“A Qualitative Study to Determine if a
Difference Exists in Patterns of Economic
Growth When Controlled by Major
Western Religion.”
The goal of Vander Plaats’ research
was to determine whether the prevalence
of a major religion made a difference
in patterns of economic growth in a
peer group of twenty-two nations and
the twelve “Western” nations of Latin
America.
“The literature makes a strong case
for significant differences between the
Protestant and the Catholic expressions
of the Christian faith, and that these
theological differences should make
a temporal difference,” Vander Plaats
says. His data, however, failed to find
a relationship between adherence to a
particular faith tradition and the economic
performance of a nation.
In setting up his research Vander Plaats
had to define what he meant by economic
growth. The model he used was that GDP
is made up of capital investment, human
capital investment, the political, social,
and economic environments, and religious
belief. He had thought that Protestantism
with its emphasis on serving God in
all aspects of one’s life might lead to
greater economic growth than the more
contemplative Catholic tradition.

Tim Van Soelen
Education
Professor Timothy
Van Soelen earned
his Ph.D. from the
University of South
Dakota, based on
research conducted
on “Perceptions
and Practices
Tim Van Soelen
of Pre-school
through Eighth-grade Christian School
International Administrators in the
Selection Process of Teachers.”
“This is something I’ve been interested
in as an interviewee, a former Christian
school principal, and now an education
professor,” Van Soelen says. By means of
a survey, he asked principals about the
role that four factors played in selecting
who they hire: personal traits, professional
ability, the ability to teach from out of a
Christian perspective, and the tools and
abilities candidates brought to the position.
Van Soelen found that the interview was
the primary tool in hiring and, in several
cases, that the recommendation about who
to hire was done only by the principal.
Drawing on his experience as an
elementary principal and on his doctoral
studies, he believes that these schools could
use procedures that would give them better
confidence that they were hiring the right
person for the job. Van Soelen expects to
present his research at a 2010 Christian
school summer administrator conference.
In the meantime, Van Soelen would
like to draw on what he’s learned and work
collaboratively with elementary principals
to develop a model procedure for hiring.
Van Soelen’s students will also benefit
from his research. He’ll be able to share
with them some things that principals are
looking for as they hire teachers.

Vander Zee nurtured a love for creation
Sally Jongsma

D

elmar Vander Zee graduated from
Dordt in 1966, part of its second
class of four-year graduates. Urged
by one of his professors to go to graduate
school, he returned only three years later as
an instructor—a very young instructor, he
says. Vander Zee describes his time here as
forty years of refining, growing, nurturing,
and professing.
He uses the word “professing” very
consciously, following the example of one
of his mentors, Christian Environmentalist
Dr. Calvin De Witt, a professor at the
University of Wisconsin, Madison. As
a biology professor, he has “professed”
what he believes throughout his forty
years of teaching. That profession has
been a passionate call to students and the
community to see and enjoy the biological
world and how people should live in and
take care of it.
That message and Vander Zee’s expertise
in his field have had a profound influence
on his students, many of whom wrote to
congratulate him upon his retirement. One
wrote, “Your classes were always incredibly
well taught, with great creativity, but
even more important, passionately—with
an awe-inspiring wonder of how God
intricately created and still sovereignly
sustains His universe and His people.”

Vander Zee did not shirk from work and
threw himself into it. He says he has always
liked to analyze and solve problems to see
how he can improve things.
“I’ve always had a strong sense of doing
things right, mechanically and morally,”
he says. That characteristic and an innate
energy have motivated him not only to be
fresh and creative in his teaching but also to
propose new ideas and programs within the
department and the college.
For years, Vander Zee took his students
to the Iowa Lakeside Laboratory at Lake
Okoboji. He and his students, and later
Dr. Robb De Haan and his students, have
collected thirty-six years of data on West
Lake Okoboji, taken during annual twoday field trips. He’s always believed that
teaching in the field is the most immediate
and effective way to help students
understand how creation works.
Always an advocate of research, Vander
Zee and a colleague proposed a research
project that would explore sustainable landuse practices at Dordt’s newly established
Agriculture Stewardship Center in the
1980s. They received a grant from the
Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture
to study “Ground Water Nitrates in
Cropping Systems.” Interestingly, a research
project by a Dordt College student, which
found that nearly fifty percent of shallow
wells on rural farms had nitrate pollution

Delmar Vander Zee
levels that were unsafe for young children,
had been the lead testimony when the Iowa
Legislature was considering setting up the
Leopold Center.
In addition to initiating many
curricular and program changes in
the biology department, Vander Zee
worked long and hard to establish an
environmental studies major at Dordt.
For years he taught an environmental

biology course at AuSable Institute and
later headed their West Coast Pacific Rim
summer environmental studies program.
The major was approved in 1985.
“Given who we are and what we
say we want to be, we need to have an
environmental studies program on
campus,” he says today.
One effort particularly close to his heart
was the adoption of a Directed Senior
Research component to the biology major.
“It is one course where students are
challenged to think outside the boxes of
canned lectures and labs…often inspiring
them to discover a gift they did not know
they had,” he says.
In a fitting tribute to Vander Zee’s
push to include more student research,
the college through funding from alumni
and supporters has now set up the Delmar
Vander Zee Research Fellowship in the
Sciences. The fellowship will fund research
by a Dordt College student majoring in
biology.
Vander Zee had high expectations
for his students, but his enthusiasm and
knowledge of his subject led many to share
the sentiment written by one alumnus:
“We came away inspired to learn more as
you modeled for us the role of the perpetual
student and lifelong learner, both as teacher
and a biologist with a grand Christian
worldview.”

F A C U L T Y news
Dr. Bob DeSmith, professor of English,
delivered a paper titled “‘specified by Paul
v. Ephes.’: Spenser’s
use of Ephesians
in Book 1 of The
Faerie Queene” at
the Northern Plains
Conference on Early
British Literature
held at the College
of St. Benedict/St.
John’s University
in St. Joseph,
Bob DeSmith
Minnesota, on May
1. DeSmith has contributed papers to this
conference for more than a decade and is
part of the conference’s steering committee.
Dr. Jay Shim, professor of theology,
presented a paper at the “Calvin Society
Colloquium for the
500th Anniversary
of Calvin’s Birth”
held at Calvin
Theological
Seminary in Grand
Rapids, Michigan,
from April 16 to18,
2009. His paper was
titled “The Doctrine
of Scripture in the
Jay Shim
Calvinist Churches
in Korea.”
Shim presented two sessions at the
International Association for the Promotion
of Christian Higher Education’s (IAPCHE)
faculty enrichment program held in
Manila, the Philippines, from May 11 to
16. The presentations were titled “Biblical
Worldview and Christian Education”
and “The Benefits of Using Worldview
for Education.” On May 22, Shim made
a presentation to the faculty of Christ’s
College in Taiwan titled “A Case Study of



Christian Education at Dordt College.”
Psychology Professor Jessica
Clevering’s review, “The Beholder’s
Eye: Vision and
Perception in
Afterimage Studies
of Attitude Change,”
appeared in the
March 2009 online
issue of Social
and Personality
Psychology Compass
3 (2009). In her
article, Clevering
Jessica Clevering
critiques methods
used in researching minority influence in
psychology.
Dr. Leah Zuidema, professor of English,
had an article published in the March issue
of Teaching English in the Two-Year College.
In “Seeing Literature through Students’
Eyes: The Text Preview,” Zuidema describes
an assignment that she designed and uses
with her Responding to Literature (CORE
180) classes.
Zuidema also presented a paper in
March at the Conference on College
Composition and Communication in
San Francisco. Her talk, “Ripple Effects:
Sponsoring Secondary Teachers as Sponsors
of Student Writers” presented results from
her study of early-career teachers.
Communication Professor Mark
Volkers has recently become an AVID
Certified User. That puts him (and several
of his students who also passed the test)
in a small group of people around the
world whose names are included in
the AVID Certified User database and
who are qualified to put those initials
on their business cards. The ACU is an
industry-recognized credential for media
production and post-production careers.

AVID is the state-of-the-art digital film
editing software.
On April 16, Dr. Mary Dengler traveled
to Princeton Seminary with four Kuyper
Scholars—Matt
Gerrelts, Rachel
Koopmans, Steve
Mangold, and
Robert Minto—and
theology instructor
Jason Lief for the
annual Kuyper
Conference.
This year’s
theme, “Philosophy Mary Dengler
and Revelation,”
celebrated the centenary of Herman
Bavinck’s 1908-9 Stone Lectures. The
students enjoyed staying on the seminary
campus and attending the prize-winning
lecture, “Science and Religion: Where the
Conflict Really Lies,” by Alvin Plantinga,
the John O’Brien Professor of Philosophy
at the University of Notre Dame. The
Thursday evening’s lecture was followed
by two days of paper-presentations,
discussions, visits to nearby book stores,
and the university student art exhibit. The
KSP students then presented their response
papers at the Kuyper Seminar at Dordt,
May 1.
Dr. Hubert
Krygsman has been
named the new
Associate Provost
for Curricular
Programs by Provost
Erik Hoekstra. The
position parallels
that of the Associate
Provost for CoCurricular Affairs
Hubert Krygsman
and will help the

college make even better connections
between the curricular and co-curricular
aspects of a Dordt College education.
According to Hoekstra, Krygsman’s
leadership gifts, well-developed
perspective, and passion for the vision
and mission of Dordt College make him
an excellent choice for the position.
Krygsman, who served for the past two
years as Faculty Chair, is also Director
of the Andreas Center for Reformational
Scholarship and Service and Director
of the Core Program. Hoekstra expects
that having Krygsman take on some of
his responsibilities will give him time
to concentrate on program growth and
making better connections between the
academic, admissions, and advancement
offices of the college.
Dean of the Chapel Rod Gorter left for
Kiev, Ukraine, on May 20 to teach a twoweek course at the Evangelical Reformed
Seminary of Ukraine. Before teaching, he
spent two days with Dr. Ron and Nancy
Vos and the six students in Vos’s Core
272 Service Learning class in Odessa,
Ukraine. Gorter, who worked there as
missionary for eight years will show them
around and talk to them about Ukrainian
culture.
In March, Gorter spoke at the Mission
Emphasis Week at the Cottage Grove
Christian Reformed Church of South
Holland, Illinois.
Dr. Natalie Sandbulte spoke to the local
monthly NAMI support group on May
5. The NAMI group is a suport meant for
persons who suffer from mental illness
themselves and for family members of
persons who suffer from a mental illness.
Sandbulte spoke on the topic of rural
mental health, including the stigma, lack
of services, and treatment issues.
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Campus
Capsules
Physical therapy
students do a
great service

P

rofessors are always looking
for ways to help students
learn in a practical setting. Dr.
Craig Stiemsma found a perfect
opportunity for his pre-physical
therapy students this year.
Thirteen students provided daily
physical therapy for Dr. Charles
Adams since his insurance
company stopped paying
for therapy last fall. Adams
was seriously injured in a car
accident in February of 2008.
Every weekday afternoon at
two o’clock, two students met
Adams at the Recreation Center
to work with him on a variety of
exercises to help him continue to
improve his physical skills.
It began when local
therapists learned that insurance
payments would end. They
contacted Stiemsma to suggest
that Adams would benefit from
having continued therapy.
The Adamses agreed and
the therapists met with the
students to suggest exercises
they felt would help Adams
continue to regain mobility. The
students set up a program and
conscientiously volunteered,
each of them at least once a
week, to help him get back his
health and strength.
“I’m thrilled with how it has
gone,” says Stiemsma. “Both
sides have been really excited
about how this has worked out.”
“He always has a big smile on
his face, ready to get to work. He
shows a real passion for wanting
to get back to full health and
strength. He never gives up,”
says Josh De Jong, a senior from
Lansing, Illinois
“We did a lot of balance
and coordination exercises. We
worked on strengthening his
muscles and did a lot of walking
to help him regain some of his
regular functions,” says Amber
Weingartner, a freshman from
Arvada, Colorado.
“I learned so much through
this experience, and I feel very
blessed that I could be a part of
helping Dr. Adams. It made me
certain that I want to go into the
field of physical therapy, and I
have decided to go into geriatric
therapy because I enjoyed
working with Charlie so much,”
says Abby Tebben, a freshman
from Prinsburg, Minnesota.
'Their optimism and positive
attitude encouraged us as
students, and I hope that our
small contribution had a positive
influence on them as well,” adds
Adam Vander Molen, a junior
from De Motte, Indiana.
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S TA F F P R O F I L E

The Dordt College community
remembers Professor Cella Bosma
At a special memorial service held on campus on April 3, the campus community
remembered Education Professor Cella Bosma and the contributions she made to students,
colleagues, and the education offered at Dordt College. Professor Bosma died on March 28
following a battle with cancer. We share some of the reflections made that day.

C

ella will be missed for a long time by all of us, students
and faculty. She is missed because we still need her gifts,
especially her gifts for teaching and of helping others.
We are sad because, although Cella was ready to
die, she did not want to die.
She was too full of life to
In the last year, as
die. That makes our sadness
stronger. I met with Cella in
Cella experienced
early February to discuss her
setbacks with her
teaching load for 2009-2010.
She fully expected to be at
cancer, we had
Dordt next year teaching full
many conversations
time. I heard from her daughter
that when she went into the
about life and about
hospital during spring break
death. The question
she was thankful that her
of “why me” came
surgery and treatment would
happen during spring break
up often but it was
because she would have time to
always followed by
heal and return to teaching at
Dordt after spring break. Cella
“why not me.” She
wanted to be here to teach and
knew that God was
to help others. She wanted to
working with her,
continue to use her gifts to help
her students, and we (faculty
through her, despite
and students) still need her
her, and she was
gifts.
I read the comments left by
okay with that.
students on the flower table by
her office. Many focused on her
willingness to help her students. I will read just a few examples….
“You always welcomed me with an open heart and open arms.”
“You always took the time to care about each student.”
“I always wondered why you asked me how I was doing each time
we met. Here you were fighting cancer and you wanted to know how I
was doing.”
“Thanks so much for all the time you gave to others.”
One characteristic of Cella’s that stands out to me was her
willingness to help anyone and everyone. She loved teaching so much
that I think she would have agreed to teach every education course in
our program if she had the time to do it. She loved advising so much
that I think she would have agreed to advise every student in the
education program if she would have had the time to do it. You could
say this characteristic was a weakness. You could say this characteristic
was a gift.

Family, Dordt College staff, students, and friends shared memories, offered tributes, and gave thanks to God for the work and life of Education Professor Cella
Bosma.

We all recognized that loving spirit and servant heart in Cella.
I think that all of us education professors believe that we also have
a loving spirit and servant heart. But something that became really
clear to me this week is that no one can really fill the emptiness left
by Cella’s passing. An e-mail I got from a student this week reminded
me of how much Cella is missed. This student was not officially Cella’s
advisee but Cella was advising or helping her anyway. As I said, Cella
could not say no to a student who needed help. This student wrote “I
need help. I’m kind of mixed up in my schedule for next year, and I
need someone to help me figure things out. Mrs. Bosma always used
to help me, but I’m not sure who I should turn to next. Can you help?”
What could I say? Of course I will help you. But as I said it, I
realized that my promise of help was not what Cella provided for her
students. Cella’s gift of helping others was extraordinary. The rest of us
will all step forward to help, but no one can replace who she was for
her students. Cella is missed.
Dennis Vander Plaats,
Education department chair

Grieving , remembering, and praising God together

Y

esterday on the 79th birthday of
her mother, Esther, Professor Cella
Bosma was laid to rest. Family and
friends gathered in her church to follow
the service of lament and praise that
Cella herself had helped craft before her
passing.
Wednesday night her mother said
to me, “You know, when Cella told me
she was going to teach at Dordt College
I said, ‘O Cella, you should stay in the
elementary school where you are so good
as a teacher.’ But her mother went on,
"Cella told me, 'No, I need to go to Dordt
College because I need to spread the
excitement for Christian education to the
next generation of teachers so that they’ll
be able to carry it on.'”

That’s why today we gather as a
campus community together with the
family, this time as our guests, to grieve
the death of a colleague, mentor, friend,
and sister in Jesus Christ. But most of all
we gather today to be renewed by her
testimony of life so that the purpose for
which she joined our college will indeed
be fulfilled. That we now, in enthusiasm
and renewed dedication, can carry on the
cause of education and of faithful living in
the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Let us pray.
O Lord, we come with grief and we
come with hope. We come with sadness
to be sure, but because we are marking
the death of your servant Cella we also
come with renewed commitment and

dedication to serving you for your honor
with the lives you grant us still.
So bless us in this time together. May
we follow the admonition of your Word
to comfort one another with your Word.
May we look forward to the weekend
ahead of celebrating the glorious gates of
righteousness swinging open before our
savior—and may we now take courage
that what is true for Professor Cella
Bosma in fullness today will be true for us
the rest of our days as we too enter into
those gates with praise, O Lord our God.
And then today, as always, may all the
glory be to you alone.
In the name of the risen Lord, hear our
prayer. AMEN
Dr. Carl E. Zylstra

ALUMNI

Alumni Council chooses honorees
Wes Fopma

notice a difference in the way I
run my business and profession.
The Christian atmosphere and
t our spring meetings in late
the relationships that I’ve made
March, the Alumni Council
have transformed me into the
had the opportunity to
person I am today.” He cites
interview seven students who were
Joshua 24:15 as his personal
candidates for the Alumni Association
goal: “As for me and my house,
Scholarships. The Association awards
we will serve the Lord.”
three scholarships to current
Bakker, who struggled
juniors, who apply the
with whether he should
scholarships to their seniorspend the money to come to
year tuition. Scholarships are
Dordt rather than going to a
awarded based on GPA, an
public university in British
Wes Fopma
essay each scholarship applicant
Columbia, says “I cannot put
writes, recommendations by faculty, and
a numerical value on the spiritual growth
an interview with the Alumni Council. The
I have experienced here at Dordt College.”
Council was so impressed with the quality of
He plans to teach in Korea for a time and
these students that the interview process was
then work toward a master’s and Ph.D. in
the highlight of the meetings.
education with a goal of serving as a science
Each student was asked to name a
curriculum developer or a Christian school
faculty member who had a big impact on
principal.
their experience at Dordt College, and
Kroll’s aim is to be a successful Christian
each recounted the personal attention and
educator, making her students excited about
encouragement he or she had received from
learning and showing the presence of God
a variety of Dordt faculty members. Two
in all areas of their lives. “In my time yet at
students mentioned the impact that Cella
Dordt, I want to apply myself to my classes
Bosma had on their education. With Cella’s
in a way that leaves no doubt that I learned
recent passing, the Alumni Council wants her as much as I could; I want to prioritize my
family to know this testament to the impact
time to ensure that I make a lot of memories
she had on lives at Dordt College.
with friends; and I want to take as many
This year’s Alumni Association
opportunities as I can to develop as a
Scholarship recipients were Nathaniel Cordel professional. Ultimately, my goal is to use
from Cawker City, Kansas; Todd Bakker from my life as an instrument of God’s peace. I am
Chilliwack, British Columbia; and Valerie
confident that my Dordt education will better
Kroll from New Brighton, Minnesota.
prepare me for such a life of service.”
In their essays, students reflected on their
The Alumni Council also laid out plans
experiences at Dordt and how they were
for this fall’s Alumni Weekend. Alumni
affected by them and spoke about their career Weekend will be celebrated on September
goals. Cordel, who plans to be a veterinarian,
11 and 12, 2009. Highlights of the weekend
says, “I want to be a light to the world
include a tailgate party sponsored by KDCR
through my practice and to have people
Radio prior to the afternoon football game
Director of Alumni Relations

A

with Waldorf College. Other events include
tours of the new Ribbens Academic Complex,
a kids’ carnival, and a concert in the evening
featuring Christian comedian Ken Davis.
Plan to come and enjoy what promises to be a
fun weekend for alumni and their families.
Distinguished Alumni nominations
were also on the agenda for the Alumni
Council. Last year, the Council decided
to recognize three alumni per year, one
from each academic division of the college.
This year’s Distinguished Alumni are Dr.
Christian Teeuwsen, associate professor
of music at Redeemer University from the
Class of 1980, representing the humanities
division; Dr. Ronald Blankespoor, professor
of chemistry at Calvin College from the Class
of 1968, representing the natural sciences
division; and Kevin De Vries, president
of Exxel Pacific from the Class of 1984,
representing the social sciences division.
They will be recognized for their service and
accomplishments during Alumni Weekend,
speaking in various classes on campus. All
three will be recognized at a banquet on
Friday evening, September 11.
Thanks to Matt Bylsma from Highlands
Ranch, Colorado, and Micah Schreurs from
Sheldon, Iowa, for their six years of service
to the Alumni Council. Their contributions
will be missed. Currently, we have openings
on our Alumni Council in Wisconsin, West
Michigan, Ontario, Canada, and Colorado.
Those that have served on the council would
tell you it’s a great experience, a great way
to contribute to the ongoing educational
experience at Dordt College, and a great way
to give back to your alma mater.
If you are interested in serving and live in
one of these areas mentioned, please contact
Wes Fopma at 712-722-6028 or wfopma@
dordt.edu.

ALUMNI NOTES
Carol (Addink, ’70) Van Klompenburg
recently co-authored In Search of a Better Way:
The Lives and Legacies of Gary and Matilda
Vermeer, a book commissioned by the Vermeer
Corporation for the company’s 60th anniversary.
Van Klomenburg’s business, The Write Place (www.
thewriteplace.biz), provides writing and graphic
arts services and helps writers learn to self-publish
books.
Darrel (’72) Ulferts of Edgerton, Minnesota,
was recently named Minnesota Athletic
Administrator of the Year for Class A schools. He
is currently serving as the activities director at
Southwest Christian High School.
Howard (’80) Van Mersbergen of Hudsonville,
Michigan, completed five marathons within
an eight-month span this year as part of the
World Marathon Majors Series. He ran in the
Berlin, Chicago, New York, Boston, and London
marathons. Van Mersbergen serves as the vice
president for employee benefits at Christian Schools
International in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Concert organist Pamela (Ruiter, ’83)
Feenstra of Ann Arbor, Michigan, performed at
the University of Notre Dame’s DeBartolo Center
for Performing Arts on March 22. Ruiter-Feenstra
was professor of music and a university organist
at Bethany College in Lindsborg, Kansas, and has
been recently developing Muse, a “multidisciplinary
early childhood music curriculum.”
Amy (Mulder, ’87) and Larry (’86) Van
Den Berg announce the birth of Samuel Peter

on February 18, 2007. They live in Waupun,
Wisconsin, where Larry works as the information
systems manager for Excel Engineering and Amy is
a stay-at-home mom.
James (’90) and DeAnn Timmermans of Hull,
Iowa, welcomed Daniel James on January 9, 2009,
in Tupelo, Mississippi. He was adopted at the age
of three weeks, and his adoption was finalized on
April 15, 2009.
Jennifer (Van Weelden, ’93) and Jeff Baham of
San Jose, California, announce the birth of Camille
Grace on February 11, 2007.
Heidi (Kooi, ’94) and Justin Dierking of Saint
Paul, Minnesota, announce the birth of twins Max
Michael and Luke Rolf on May 6, 2008.
Mike (’94) and Natalie (Vander Meulen, ’93)
Mulder of Ocheyedan, Iowa, announce the birth of
Kaitlyn Fay on January 16, 2009.
Amy (Ooms, ’95) and Steve Hadley were
married on July 5, 2008. They live in Munster,
Indiana. Amy is a homemaker expecting their first
baby in July, and Steve works for Columbia College
in Chicago.
Brent (’95) and Rochele De Ruyter announce
the arrival of Jadyn Faith on February 6, 2009, in
Bellingham, Washington. Brent is teaching Health
and P.E. at Lynden Christian High School and is
varsity coach of both the boys’ and girls’ soccer
teams.
Adele (Koekkoek, ’96) and Michael Leach
announce the birth of Melissa Joy on March 9, 2009,
in Tulsa, Oklahoma. She was welcomed by Kara (4).

Todd (’97) and Denise Schemper welcomed
Kate Elizabeth on January 8, 2009, in Des Moines,
Iowa.

 Mandy (Langeland, ’97) and Jason Van
Hofwegen of Lynden, Washington, announce the
birth of Ava Lynelle on February 27, 2009. She joins
Emma (5) and Lily (2).
Jodi (Meenk, ’97) and Craig VanderYacht
announce the birth of Georgia Irene on June 7,
2008, in San Juan Island, Washington. She joins
Bella (3).
Micah (’97) and Shannon (De Wit, ’97)
Schreurs announce the birth of Elijah David on
October 6, 2008. He joins siblings Caleb (9), Joya
(7), and Stephen (3) in Sheldon, Iowa. Micah is
an attorney with Wolff, Whorley, De Hoogh, and
Schreurs, and Shannon homeschools and teaches
piano lessons.
Jason (’97) and Laura Nikkel announce
the birth of Neal Jason, born on December 30,
2008. Neal joins Arianna (2). The Nikkels live in
Hudsonville, Michigan.

Campus
Capsules
Alumni Council
members share
knowledge
Sarah Groneck

T

his year, during their semiannual meeting on campus,
the Dordt Alumni Council spent
time in classes.
“We asked [Alumni Director]
Wes Fopma if we could speak
with more students,” said Sandy
Vanden Bosch, a hotel manager
from Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Fopma
arranged for several Council
members to speak in classes that
related to each person’s specific
line of work.
Dan Eekhoff, an engineer
from Overland Park, Kansas,
talked to students about career
experience and being a light in
a secular business world. “I have
prayed for an opportunity to
serve as a witness at work,” he
said, describing how he has tried
to share his biblical perspective.
Jeff Moore, who works
for Boeing in Redmond,
Washington, spoke to the senior
business seminar students about
“what happens when you leave
Dordt.” “I talked to them about
working with people who have
different backgrounds and about
dealing with issues they might
not have thought about,” he said.
Melissa Prins from Wells
Fargo Financial in Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, spoke in a
personal finance course about
God’s calling in her business
life. “The students took the
whole hour for ethical, pertinent
questions,” said Prins.
Alumni Council members
also gave students advice about
coping with the future during
this time of economic crisis.
“It is important to set goals
and know who they want to
be,” Prins said. Eekhoff believes
that students should look at
priorities. “Setting priorities
and getting plugged into a good
church is key,” he said. “You get
pulled in so many different ways
that it is important to know what
matters.”
Vanden Bosch thinks that
graduates should think outside
the box.
“Be sure to be flexible,” she
told them.
“I am impressed with
the wealth of knowledge and
experience of the Alumni
Council members and am always
looking for opportunities to
match alumni with students,”
says Fopma. “It’s a win-win
situation for each group. Alumni
want to be involved in the life of
the college, and students want to
know what awaits them on the
other side of graduation.”
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Mother, daughter receive diplomas together

T

wenty-two years ago Colleen Horstman and her infant
daughter were at Dordt College’s commencement to
see husband Allen collect his diploma.
This year it was their turn.
Colleen, 44, and daughter Joy, 22, were both part of the
Dordt College Class of 2009.
Mom earned an education degree and will be student
teaching at Hull Christian and Boyden-Hull’s Transitional
Kindergarten program this fall. Joy earned a degree in biology
and is hoping to continue her education at graduate school.
She just made it home in time for graduation, flying in just
hours earlier from a semester abroad in Africa.
“I think it’s really cool, and I’m really proud of my mom,”
said Joy as they donned matching caps and gowns for the big
event.
Joy was a traditional four-year student, but Colleen’s path
was a bit longer, definitely more stressful, and she says, “Well
worth the wait.”
Colleen and Allen were married a year after graduating
from high school. The plan was for her to be the wage-earner
while Allen got his accounting degree, after which Colleen
would pursue her goal of becoming a teacher.
Colleen held a variety of jobs over the next four years,
but the plan changed during Allen’s senior year: on October
17, 1986, their first child was born. Colleen became a stayat-home mom, and says, “The kids became my teacher fix.”
There were four: Joy, 22; Tyler, 21 (a junior at Dordt); Abby,
16; and Sara, 14.

The desire to become a teacher stuck with her, however,
and Colleen’s new goal became to get an education degree by
the age of 45. She started college six years ago, enrolling as a
part-time student so she could continue work at a preschool,
and cleaning homes in Sioux Center.
As the 2008-09 academic year approached, Colleen and
Allen took a look at the credits remaining and decided she
should become a full-time student and finish up her degree.
“My husband has been a huge support,” says Colleen.“I
could not have done it without him and the support of the
entire family. It was stressful, but we all had a common
goal.” She adds that another key factor was the support and
encouragement of Dordt’s faculty and staff.
“It takes a lot of courage as a non-traditional student to
walk into a classroom the very first time.You really have to dig
down deep,” recalls Colleen. But she’s quick to add it was well
worth it.
“I really felt enfolded and embraced as the students and
faculty here let me into their lives.”
Colleen and Joy were in different programs, so they never
took classes together. Colleen was blessed, however, to get to
know some of Joy’s friends enrolled in the education program.
“We got to know each other on a couple different levels, as
fellow students, but also as Joy’s mom.”
It’s been an experience that’s drawn them closer as a
family, and on commencement day, mother and daughter
shared the joy of achieving goals and joining the ranks of
Dordt alumni.

Joy and Colleen Horstman

A lumni notes
Corey (’97) Westra of Sioux City, Iowa, was
appointed the 2009-2010 chairperson of the NAIA
National Administrative Council (NAC). Westra,
who will chair NAC meetings at NAIA national
conventions, works as president of the Sioux
City Sports Authority and serves as tournament
director for the NAIA Division II women’s
national basketball championship.
Rachel (Anderson, ’97) and Paul Bootsma of
Edgerton, Minnesota, welcomed Abram Paul on
December 9, 2008. He joins Tyesha (12), David
and Devonta (7), formally adopted in March of
2006, and Eli John (5).
James (’98) De Boer of Bridgewater, Virginia,
has been named Eastern Mennonite University’s
new sports information director. He currently
works for the Daily News Record and Valley
Banner newspapers as a graphic artist with
emphasis in ad design, page layout, and special
advertising projects.
Douglas (’98) and Leah Hoogerhyde
announce the birth of Emily Joy on October 6,
2008 in Franklin Lakes, New Jersey.
Izzy (’98) and Kim (Weeks, ’98) Huygen of
Edmonton, Alberta, announce the birth of Naomi
Kimberly Huygen on March 9, 2008.
Rachel (’98) Heikes is working as an
operations analyst at Meta Payment Systems in
Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
 Daniel (’98)
and Julie (Visser, ’99)
Droog of Houston,
Texas, announce
the birth of Carter
Elias on February
12. Daniel recently
became partner
at Shipley Snell
Montgomery LLP in
Houston, focusing on commercial litigation and
international arbitration. Carter joins Eden.
Rob (’98) and Abbie Ruisch announce the
birth of Sarah Elizabeth, born on February 20,
2009. The family recently moved from West Des
Moines to Johnston, Iowa.
Melanie (Benson, ’99) and Joel (’99) Van
Den Brink announce the birth of daughter Jayna
Nicole on December 30, 2008, in Rock Valley,
Iowa.
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Nathan (’99) and Heather Brunsting of Sioux
Center, Iowa, announce the birth of Hayley Lee,
born on November 19, 2006.
Emily (Buys, ’99) and Stephen Postma of
Jenison, Michigan, welcomed Gideon Michael on
March 23, 2009.
Joel (’99) and Tineka Bleeker announce the
birth of Savannah Marie on November 24, 2008.
Brent (’99) and Christi (Vander Pol, ’98)
Bruinsma announce the birth of Cole Daniel on
March 2, 2009, in Renton, Washington. He was
welcomed home by Justin (3).
Matt (’99) and Kristin (Boogerd, ’00)
Mellema of Orange City, Iowa, welcomed the
birth of Owen Alexander on November 24, 2008.
Michael (’99) Kamp married Angela Leep on
March 13, 2009.
Rory Van Wyk (’00) married Lynette on
September 20, 2008, in Des Moines. Rory is a
Paramedic/Firefighter for the city of Des Moines
and works part-time as an Engineer/Paramedic for
the Ankeny Fire Department.
Brian J. Koning (’00) of Olympia,
Washington, was named Young Optometrist of the
Year by the Optometric Physicians of Washington.
The Young Optometrist of the Year award is
given to one doctor of optometry each year that
has been in practice less than ten years and has
demonstrated service to his/her profession and to
the communities in which he/she lives.
Koning has participated in humanitarian eye
care missions to Guatemala and El Salvador. He
helped start the Community Vision Clinic, located
within the Olympia Union Gospel Mission.
Heidi (Netz, ’00) and David Rupke of
Honolulu, Hawaii, announce the birth of Rosalyn
Anne on October 27, 2008.
Dave (’00) and Stephanie (Etter, ’05)
Kooiman announce the birth of Wesley John on
December 19, 2008. The Kooimans live in Rancho
Cucamonga, California, where Dave works for
Mainstay Business Solutions and the district
manager for Southern California.
Brent (’00) and Kim (Goslinga, ’03)
Philipsen of Orange City, Iowa, announce the
birth of Benjamin James on January 9, 2009. Brent
recently graduated from Bellevue University with
a master’s degree in business administration. He
works as a research and development chemist with

Diamond Vogel Paints in Orange City. Kim serves
as a middle school English teacher at Orange City
Christian School.
Don (’00) and Lanae (Mulder, ’03) Prosper
of Sioux Center, Iowa, announce the birth of
Desirae Grace on August 23, 2008. She was
welcomed home by Damian (3).
 Brandie
(Ochsner, ’01) and
Joel Vande Werken of
Sussex, New Jersey,
announce the birth
of Willem Peter on
February 4, 2009.
Erin (Temple,
’01) and Selamawi Asgedom of Chicago, Illinois,
announce the birth of son Sawyer Tewolde on
November 5, 2008.
Rochelle (Dokter, ’02) Sapp was recently
named new director of the Orange City Wellness
Center in Orange City, Iowa. She formerly
worked at Ontario Christian High School in
Ontario, California, before moving to Rock Valley,
Iowa, where she was an at-risk coordinator and
volleyball coach.
Andy (’02) and Sharla (Zwart, ’02) Van
Roekel announce the birth of Jenessa Brynn on
April 30, 2009, in Rock Valley, Iowa.
Carissa (Neerhof, ’02) and Mike Hoium of
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, welcomed Emelia Brielle
on April 5, 2009.
Matt (’02) and Chloe (MacKay, ’02) Hilden
welcomed Arden Jane on February 19, 2009, in
Minneapolis, Minnesota. Matt works for Logic, a
contract engineering company, as an embedded
systems engineer.
Terence (’02) and Laura (Vos, ’03) Visser
announce the birth of daughter Ellarie Claire
on June 19, 2008, in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Terrence is currently attending Calvin Theological
Seminary to earn a master’s degree in divinity.
Rachel (Veenstra, ’02) and Ryan (’02) Kroll
announce the birth of Ethan John on April 21,
2009, in Onalaska, Wisconsin. He was welcomed
home by Abigail (1).
Michelle (Key, ’02) and Jon Drnek announce
the birth of Luke David, born on March 30, 2009,
in Zeeland, Michigan. Luke was welcomed by
Caleb (3) and Ryan (1 1/2).

Dave (’03) and Karen (Memmelaar, ’03)
Kimble welcomed a son, Jesse Raymond, on
February 19, 2009 in Rapid City, South Dakota.
Dave currently works for South Dakota Game,
Fish, and Parks as a wildlife biologist. Karen
teaches piano from home while taking care of
their new son.
Nicole (Vos, ’03) Kallemeyn of Iowa City,
Iowa, successfully defended her dissertation at the
University of Iowa on April 15, 2009. Her Ph.D. is
in biomedical engineering.
Lisa (Moerman, ’03) and Daniel (’00) Mouw
of Sioux Center welcome the birth of Joshua
Daniel on February 25, 2009. He joins Avery (2).
Lori (Philipsen, ’03) and Christopher Fraker
announce the birth of Ethan David on February
28, 2009, in Homer, Alaska.
Justin (’03) and Lisa (De Weerd, ’03) Gaiser
of Laveen, Arizona, announce the birth of Drew
Easton on August 30, 2008.
Nick (’03) and Rachel (Mast, ’03) Negen of
Zeeland, Michigan, announce the birth of Hannah
Elizabeth on January 9, 2009.
David (’04) and Shelly (Groenendyk, ’04)
Schurman of Plainfield, Illinois, announce the
birth of Madelyn Kaye on November 4, 2008.
Michael (’04) and Alissa Roetman of Sioux
Center, Iowa, announce the birth of Ryer Michael
on April 18, 2009. He was welcomed by brother
Leyton (4) and sister Reagan (2).
Katie (’04) Branderhorst and Matthew Miller
were married on March 21, 2009. They live in
Pella, Iowa, and work for Pella Corporation. Katie
works in the Human Resources department, and
Matthew is an engineer.
Kristen (’05) Rietsema and Christopher
(’04) De Berg were married on October 11,
2008, in Hollandale, Minnesota. Kristen is in a
genetic counseling master's program, and Chris is
finishing a master’s of nursing in Iowa City, Iowa.
Karlyn (Geleynse, ’05) and Dan Brunst
welcomed Tyler Gary on March 20, 2009, in
Orange City, Iowa.
Craig (’05) and Laura (Van Mersbergen, ’05)
Peters of Denver, Colorado, announce the birth of
daughter Kamryn Lyn on November 22, 2008.
Slome (’06) Toryem of Bedford, Texas,
married Isaiah Nengean on June 28, 2008. Slome is
currently attending law school in Bedford.

A L U M N I stories

Reformed Research

David Schelhaas ('62)

I

still have KDCR
dreams,” Tim
Vos (’83)
recalls. “Actually,
they are more like
nightmares—I’m
sitting down to do
a newscast, and I
don’t have a script
or I’m still trying to
get a story done.”
Vos, who worked at 88.5 KDCR FM
for three years as a student and served as
News Director at KDCR for twelve years, is
currently an assistant professor of journalism
at the University of Missouri, the oldest (and
some say the best) school of journalism in the
United States.
After his years at KDCR and four years
of teaching in Dordt’s Communication
Department, Tim, his wife Suzette (Luyt, ’82),
and their two sons pulled up stakes, left Sioux
Center and moved to Syracuse, New York,
where he pursued his doctorate in journalism
and Suzette worked toward a degree in
nutrition science. Both received their degrees,
and then for several years Tim commuted
from Syracuse to Seton Hall University in
South Orange, New Jersey, where he taught in
the department of communication.
That’s a 250-mile commute, but Tim says,
“Suzette had a great first job as a dietician for
a long-term care and rehabilitation facility,
so I rented a room in South Orange and
commuted back and forth once or twice a
week.” These days, Suzette works as a renal
dietician at Columbia DaVita Dialysis in
Columbia, Missouri.
Vos’s interest in journalism began in
high school and carried over to Dordt
where interviewing political candidates
campaigning for the presidency at the Iowa
caucuses was an invigorating and exciting
experience. But he notes especially the
significance of his classes at Dordt.
“A lot of my best memories are from
attending class—just being in a philosophy
class or one of Don King’s political science
classes and being engaged by what I was
learning, but also naively daydreaming about
changing the world. The idealism of youth
was pretty heady.”
When asked about the overall effect
of his Dordt education on his life, Vos is
unabashedly forthright: “Attending Dordt
College was the single most transformative
experience in my life. I had very little idea
of what being Reformed really meant until I
came to Dordt. Professors such as Jim Skillen,
Rock McCarthy, Hugh Cook, and Charlie
Veenstra challenged me to think about how
radical it is to recognize Christ’s lordship
over all of life. John Vander Stelt’s philosophy



Dr. Tim Vos, who teaches journalism courses at the
University of Missouri, says that the last presidential
election demonstrated that people still want news. It’s
just that the form in which we get the news is going
to change.

classes shaped my worldview in pretty
profound ways. I still hear John’s voice in my
own writing and thinking.”
Vos acknowledges that now as a teacher
in a secular university he is not as explicit
about his worldview as he was at Dordt, but
he says that the questions he asks, whether
in his research or the classroom, are all
worldview driven.
“One of the questions that’s at the
heart of my research agenda is the role that
worldviews and ideologies play in how the
news turns out the way it does. I presented a
study at a journalism history conference last
fall that dealt specifically with how biblical
faith has shaped journalists’ meaning-making
work. I’m continuing to work on that project
with the help of the Center on Religion and
the Professions, which is located here in the
Missouri School of Journalism.”
Vos sees his movement from the
somewhat protected world of Dordt and
Sioux Center to the larger university scene as
an occasion for his faith to mature in ways it
otherwise might not have.
“At the end of the day, our faith needs to
engage the world and, for me, that’s meant
going out and being part of the great cultural
dialogue. That’s why the Center for Public
Justice had to leave Sioux County and set up
shop in Washington, D.C. If you’re going to
speak truth to power, you better go where
the power is.” But Vos also acknowledges that
he is lot more humble today about knowing
exactly what the truth is, observing that even
when he is convicted of the truth “it’s less of a
monologue than a dialogue.”
Vos has little use for the culture wars
mind-set that tends to draw the antithesis
between good and evil along geographical or
organizational lines. He notes that a secular
worldview, though subtle, is still “very much
present in places like Sioux Center,” and he
recognizes that he had “to step away from
Sioux Center and Pella to realize that.” But he
is quick to point out that it was his “reformed
or Kuyperian education” that enabled him
to see that at all. And it is that worldview
education that caused him to pursue a
research focus in his career.
“One of the first things I took from
my philosophy classes at Dordt was that

Christ’s lordship extends over social
institutions. Very little reformed scholarship
has examined the news media as a social
institution that has a unique calling or Godgiven task. Most Christian scholarship has
focused on the ethical duties of individual
journalists, but that leaves the institution
largely unexamined. My research program
is about understanding the news media
as a social institution. Understanding
historically situated and humanly constructed
institutions requires a good deal of original
empirical research…so that’s what I’m trying
to do.”
Academic research careers in journalism
at Tier One research universities are difficult
to come by, so Vos feels blessed with his
situation at the University of Missouri. The
fact that he has received several prestigious
research/writing awards and has an arm-long
list of publications and conference papers
probably has something to do with his being
there.
In 2003, Vos won the Leslie J. Moeller
Award for the top student paper from the
Association for Education in Journalism
and Communications, and in 2005 he had
a Top Three Faculty Paper from the same
organization. That year he also received
the Catherine L. Covert Research Award
from the S. I. Newhouse School of Public
Communication. But the award that gave
him the most pleasure was the All-University
Doctoral Prize from Syracuse University
because, says Vos, “the dissertation is like
a member of the family by the end of the
process, and the award reminded me it wasn’t
solely a personal effort.”
Because of his research work, Vos usually
teaches just one course a semester. He also
works with master’s and doctoral students
on research projects, advising theses and
dissertations, and reviewing manuscripts for
journals.
When asked about the state of journalism
in a time when newspapers are dropping
like flies, Vos expresses confidence that print
journalism will be with us for a while yet
but acknowledges “that the economic model
is in bad shape.” While print journalism
functioned effectively with the advertisingsupport model until recently, Vos says “the
scale of online advertising just doesn’t pay for
the kind of journalism the big newspapers
were producing.”
One area of concern is journalism’s
“watchdog” role. Vos observes that journalists
“have never been as good at being watchdogs
as they’ve claimed.” But he goes on to say
that “when the government is handing
over billions of dollars to a handful of big
companies, when the country is fighting two
wars, when allegations of war crimes aren’t
going away, the need for public scrutiny is as
high and deep and wide as ever. If journalists
don’t or can’t fill that need, either some
other entity needs to step to the plate, or our
country is going to be in even worse trouble
than it is already.”
But Vos is not pessimistic. “People still
want news,” he says. “It’s just that the form in
which we get news is going to change.”
Meanwhile, Vos will be teaching and
doing research, perhaps in some small ways
fulfilling those “heady, naïve daydreams” he
had as an undergraduate in a Dordt College
classroom.

Campus
Capsules
Student Forum
is now "Student
Symposium"
Sarah Groneck

S

tudent Forum became
Student Symposium this
year. The name change was an
effort to to help the organization
recreate itself.
“Students felt that the
only way to make it an active
organization was to get rid
of the current one and start
something new,” said Student
Services representative Bethany
Schuttinga.
“We would often talk
around issues and never
make decisions,” said David
Christensen, one of three
students who helped bring about
the transition. “I think that
Symposium has done better this
year.”
During the first semester,
three students were elected—
senior Jessica Veenstra, junior
Alvin Shim, and Christensen—
to work with Student Services
representatives Robert Taylor
and Schuttinga to reestablish the
student government.
“It was a foundation-building
year,” said Veenstra. “We laid the
groundwork for future years.”
The three met often to work
out the kinks in the revamped
structure.
One significant change has
been in student representation.
In the days of Student Forum,
four students represented
the freshman class with three
students representing the
sophomore, junior, and senior
classes. Now, Symposium is
comprised of four residence
hall representatives, three
academic representatives, four
press-related officers, and three
student-focused representatives.
Next year, Symposium members
will add a creation care
representative to the ballot.
This semester, representatives
worked on projects such as
finalizing the Symposium
constitution and formulating
ideas for how to spend an
unexpected $5,000 donation.
They believe they are making
good progress.
“Students are starting to
get the sense that we’re a group
with sway and that their ideas
aren’t falling on deaf ears,”
said Veenstra. To encourage
participation from all students,
Symposium representatives are
available most weekday nights
for students to come and voice
their opinions.
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